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Hemanth Shivanna received the award for his extra mile outstanding work on fixing a long 
outstanding Global Audit Log (GAL) issue on Message Broker in. IBM’s Message Broker is an 
enterprise solution for KAR and its health and stability is vital for KAR’s 200+ integrations. 
Message Broker, or affectionately known as “IHUB” in KAR, uses a Global Audit Logging 
capability/tool which enables App Dev teams to look for their necessary audit data for 
verification at any point in time. For a long time it had been taken for granted that long audit 
delays in GAL can’t be improved any further or it didn’t have business value but Hemanth 
recognized the fact that if it is not timely it will create problems for the  IHUB platform and can 
bring disruption to the business.  
  
Hemanth went out of his comfort zone and did a proof of concept in his personal time to make a 
case for and presented a new method to handle GAL volume. His persistence on the matter 
brought many people to the table to discuss the problem by challenging the constraints.  
  
Hemanth worked with the ICE team and then with IBM on various configurations to find the 
sweet spot where a working prototype could be produced. Hemanth led the performance testing 
of the solution and presented to everybody involved the dramatic difference due to the new 
approach.  
  
His thought leadership and persistent approach to solve the enterprise wide problem was 
instrumental in implementing new ideas which made the process significantly faster and 
made the Audits to process down to an hour instead of days.   
  
Right after the implementation we saw the significant improvement of processing Audits 73% 
faster than a week before.  
  
This enabled the business to be able to finally use GAL how it was initially intended. This also 
changed how developers designed the solution so GAL ‘s usage is limited to minimal in the 
integration.   
  
Congratulations to Hemanth Shivanna, WebSphere MQ/Broker Admin, for 
winning the May Extra Mile Award!  


